PHOTOLUMINESCENT FLOOR MOUNTED ESCAPE ROUTE SIGNS

Available in 2 designs and can be used on flat and even surfaces.

Code: 4055X
Size: 600 x 250mm

Code: 4056I
Size: 400 x 200mm

Floor mounted escape route signs in normal lighting conditions

Manufactured on Jalite AAA the superior photoluminescent material which boasts exceptional luminance performance...

in excess of PSPA class C tested in accordance with DIN 67510 part 1. Jalite AAA also has the capacity to be energised at exceptionally low lighting conditions making Jalite AAA particularly suitable for floor mounted applications.

Easy to install - can be applied to most flat, sound and clean surfaces. Simply remove backing material, align and apply with firm uniform pressure!

Floor mounted escape route signs in Power Failure Lighting Conditions

Constructed from Jalite AAA photoluminescent material, Jalite floor mounted escape route signs utilise sub-surface printing technology, which enables the product to have maximum durability and legibility, a prerequisite for floor mounted applications.

If you have difficulty in making your exit signs conspicuous due to overhead obstacles, the solution is here... Jalite floor mounted escape route signs!

Jalite floor mounted escape route signs support good fire safety management identifying a safe means of escape, BS ISO 16069:2004 promotes the use of way guidance floor signs integrated into the means of escape system.

Suitable for pedestrian traffic in warehouses / store room applications where the use of wall mounted signs are not permissible due to racking or other restrictions.

The obvious choice for professionals who are serious about safety.

www.jaliteaaa.co.uk